
Companies are using CRM in a smart way, here is the reason why  

ERP that is implemented in the company is capable of providing a record of the customers with respect 

purchase and payments made by them. They do less job when asked to describe customer behavior like 

the type of the customer, size of the customer, effort spent by the company in retaining the customer and 

much more. All this data is stored in CRM system of the company. 

ERP systems in the company have built-in reporting; they calculate the usage rate of the customer to 

predict the next ordering time of the customer. Few companies that don’t feature this functionality in the 

ERP systems can do the calculation manually in the spreadsheets. 

 Just having this data about the prediction of the customer’s orders is not enough because it not the place 

where the sales people can access the data.  The data is not worth to the company if it does not reach the 

salesperson at the right time when they are planning to take calls. Predicting the customer’s next order is 

good but, this information will not be much use because it one product on many customer orders and they 

are going into the order it anyway. 

There are many reasons why these predictive projects fail 

Uses CRM to establish connectivity between the salespeople and data  

 The predictive projects fail in the organization because they fail to reach the salesperson at the right time.  

The key to success is using the CRM Software to reorder the predictions data to salespeople at the right 

time. They are good at recording calls and scheduling the events at the right time. These CRM  software 

also highlight outstanding problems so that the salespeople are informed about all customer activity 

before marketing contact. It puts the data before the salesperson in accordance with their activities. 

 Getting specific  

Beyond just providing a list of items that are re-ordered by the customer, effective CRM Software 

Company in Delhi puts ahead  list of items that are ordered by similar customers as top items that should 

be presented to the salesperson as another action item.  

Future trends   

CRM systems always work smarter in using the predictive data available at the company.  The recipients 

of the data need not be sale person anymore.   You can use the CRM software data to set automatic 

mailers to the customers and have them reorder just by simply responding e-mail. CRM can also motivate 

the customer to take the call of action re-order by having the customized web pages that display list of 

recommended products for the cusomer when he/she logs in for the next time.  

There are many ways that CRM Software Company in Delhi will help the business organizations in 

contacting the customers. A CRM system of the company connects the customers both through 

salespeople as well as electronic media. Irrespective of the way chosen by CRM to connect the customers, 

ensuring the customer to place the orders for your business is paramount. 


